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LIMITS
This sheet extends from Pt. Lauder north to triangulation station.

Rough, on a point three miles north of North Cape, and includes all of
Whale Bay with the exception of the Great Arm and Small Arm.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The coast line in general is irregular and bold. The hills in
most cases are very heavily wooded with the timber line extending to an
elevation of about 1800 feet.

Pt. Lauder is a conspicuous promontory with gray cliffs about
fifty feet high.

The entrance to Still Harbor is easily recognized by the chain
of bare, gray rocky islets which form the west side of the outer harbor
for about three quarters of a mile. A rock, bare at three quarters tide,
which lies 490 meters northwest of hydrographic signal number one, is a
danger on entering. One hundred and ten meters due east of the small islet
on which is located the hydrographic station, are two rocks - one sunken
and one bare at L.L. water - both of which are marked by kelp. Still Harbor
is suitable for small craft anchorage in the bight due east of the hydro-
graphic signal Kan or in that east by south of hydrographic signal Pole.
In the latter anchorage care must be exercised on account of three rocks
bare at one half tide, which lie close to the beach.
The shore line from Still Harbor to Port Banks is broken by numerous bights, none of which afford anchorage. There is a reef which makes out at the west entrance to Port Banks; the end of which is marked by growing kelp and bares at low tide. A little to the west of the center of the entrance to Port Banks is a small wooded island. Fifty-five meters northeast of this is a rock which bares at one half tide. Port Banks extends in a southeasterly direction for about two miles and has an average width of 500 meters. It affords anchorage for large and small craft. The small island in the center is about six feet above mean high water and has a little grass on the top of it. A large salmon stream enters near hydrographic signal 21.

Finger Point is a low wooded point between Port Banks and the Basin.

About 850 meters northwest of Finger Point is a sunken rock marked by kelp. This breaks in a moderate swell at low tide.

The Basin affords anchorage but the entrance from Whale Bay is only about 100 meters wide. The channel from the Basin to Rakovoi Bay is foul and can be used by small craft only by keeping close to the southwest side.

Rakovoi Bay affords anchorage in both inner and outer harbors.

Cone Island is so named on account of its marked resemblance to an inverted cone when seen from the northwestward.

The hills between Pt. Lauder and Rakovoi Bay are low and rolling.

Two rocks, baring at one half and one quarter tides lie 50 and 85 meters respectively off the point at triangulation station Neck.

Kakovo Island is low and wooded. North of Kakovo Island there are several rocks.
The shore line between Kakovo Island and Makanati Islands is bold and ragged with gray cliffs.

The Makanati Islands, lying at the entrance to the Small Arm, are low and two of them are wooded.

The shore line on the north side of Whale Bay from the Makanati Islands to North Cape is marked by gray cliffs and numerous bights.

North Cape is a very prominent landmark distinguished by a gray cliff about seventy five feet high at the point and a series of three noticeable, low wooded hills, the middle one of which is highest and is 205 feet high. North Cape is in reality an island. The channel between North Cape and Baranof Island is dry at very low tides.

The shore line between North Cape and triangulation station Rough is marked by high gray cliffs. Most of this area is foul close inshore.

The outstanding peaks on this sheet as seen from close inshore are those on which are located triangulation station New and hydrographic stations Peg and West Point.

**NAMES**
The names; Whale Bay, Pt. Lauder, Still Harbor, Port Banks, Rakovoi Bay, Kakovo Island, Makanati Islands, and North Cape have been taken from the existing chart. All other names assigned are appropriate for the different localities.

Respectfully submitted,

Casper M. Durgin, H.& G.E.
SEASON OF FIELD RECORDS

Report on Topographic Sheet No. 4104
Close Bay to Necker Bay, Baranof Island
Surveyed in 1924.

Instructions dated February 6, 1924.

Chief of Party, A. M. Sobiersalski.

Surveyed by C. M. Durgin.


1. The records conform to the requirements of the General Instructions.

2. The plan and character of development conform to the requirements of the General Instructions.

3. The plan and extent of development satisfy the specific instructions.

4. The sheet was inked in the field. The inking was excellent, except for the shoreline which was so faint in places that much of it had to be re-drawn in the office.

5. The junctions with the adjoining sheets are satisfactory, and no further surveying is required.

6. The character and scope of the surveying are excellent and the field drafting good.

7. Reviewed by E. P. Ellis, October, 1925.
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